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(R1) 12:50 HAYDOCK, 2m 6f 177y 

Racing TV Conditional Jockeys' Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 2/452-52 ONE MORE FLEURIE (IRE) 22 
b g Mustameet - Auburn Cherry

5 12 - 1 C J Todd (6)
Ian Williams

112

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green cross of lorraine, emerald green and white halved sleeves,
white cap, emerald green diamond
Timeform says: Much improved on his handicap debut/return when second at Hereford
(19.7f) 3 weeks ago, no match for one miles ahead of his mark. Longer trip will suit and can
go well under in-form rider.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

2 31-43 ASHFIELD PADDY (IRE) 33 
b g Publisher - Thats Grace

5 12 - 1h Edward Austin (6)
Jonjo O'Neill

112

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink seams, pink cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Point winner who has shown plenty in a couple of 20f Uttoxeter hurdles
under this rider, unsuited by the emphasis on speed last time. Should have even more to
offer now handicapping up in trip.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

3 7F585F AIRTON 29 
b g Champs Elysees - Fly In Style

6 12 - 1vt Jonjo O'Neill Jr.
D Pipe

112

Jockey Colours: Pink, black braces, white and black striped sleeves, black and pink hooped cap
Timeform says: Undoubtedly on a good mark and yard is in form but comes with risks
attached after taking a heavy fall (his second in 5 starts) at Exeter last time.  (Forecast
9.00)

Notes: 

4 1811-P5 ARCTIC ROAD 21 D BF 
b g Flemensfirth - Arctic Actress

6 12 - 0tp Ross Turner (3)
Oliver Greenall

111

Jockey Colours: Light blue, white and light blue hooped sleeves
Timeform says: Progressive in handicap hurdles last season, winning 3 times at up to 23f,
but suddenly has a bit to prove after a couple of tame runs this time around (well beaten and
pulled up over fences latest).  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

5 7171-04 KALAHARRY (IRE) 25 D 
b g Kalanisi - Full Imperatrice

7 11 - 11 Danny McMenamin
A C Whillans

108

Jockey Colours: Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves and cap
Timeform says: In good order over hurdles last winter, winning twice at up to 3m, and
stepped up on his comeback at Kelso in a messy race last time. Drops back in trip now.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

6 242P-P7 SAMSON'S REACH 14 
b g Phoenix Reach - Court Wing

6 11 - 10p Sean Houlihan
R J Price

107

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue sleeves, red stars and cap
Timeform says: Three-time winner over hurdles who's back on a good mark but comes up
against a number of potential improvers here. Will find easier openings when back in form.

 (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

7 67-42 TEESCOMPONENTSTRIG 26 
ch g Black Sam Bellamy - La Calinda

4 11 - 9 Joe Williamson (8)
Miss G Bonas

106

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white diabolo, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white and royal blue
quartered cap
Timeform says: Has shown plenty in a couple of runs in Hexham maiden hurdles under this
rider in recent weeks and promises to do better now going handicapping up in trip.
(Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 
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8 3287-48 QUIDS IN (IRE) 25 
b g Pour Moi - Quixotic

6 11 - 7tp Lorcan Murtagh (3)
D McCain Jnr

104

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue stripe, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Coming up to 3 years since his sole success in this sphere and made a low-
key comeback at Kelso. Cheekpieces back on now and has tumbled in the weights.
(Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

9 121PP-
P

GONNABEGOOD (IRE) 26 D 
b g Kutub - Angels Flame

8 11 - 0b1 Rex Dingle
J Scott

97

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow braces, yellow and emerald green striped sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Successful at Ffos Las and Exeter last season. Has failed to complete on
last 3 starts, though he did shape as though back in some form for a fair way on
reappearance. Blinkers now on.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ONE MORE FLEURIE ran really well on his handicap debut at Hereford 3
weeks ago, chasing home one miles ahead of his mark. He looks better than his current rating also
and is taken to go one place better now with the extra distance sure to suit. Teescomponentstrig
promises to improve himself now handicapping up in trip and is a big player. Ashfield Paddy also
makes the shortlist.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ONE MORE FLEURIE (1) 
2: TEESCOMPONENTSTRIG (7) 
3: ASHFIELD PADDY (2)


